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SILVERTIP: NEW CURRICULAR HI-LO BOOKS FROM BEARPORT FOCUS ON STUDENT SUCCESS

(Minneapolis, June 17, 2022) – Bearport Publishing will feature their new SilverTip Books, curricular hi-lo books for struggling readers, at the 2022 ALA conference in Washington, DC.

SilverTip Books reach upper elementary, middle school, and English Language Learning students struggling to access curricular topics at reading level.

The sophisticated, uncluttered design appeals to students in grades five through seven, while a second to third grade reading level helps bring them up to speed with their classmates.

Bearport Publishing developed SilverTip Books with a carefully researched Dyslexia-friendly font and design to improve accessibility for all students. The books feature a specialized font that emphasizes the distinctions between each letter to avoid letter swapping, mirroring, or turning associated with Dyslexia. Larger spacing between each word and carefully selected background coloring helps improve readability.

The text emphasizes a strong active voice and concise sentence structure to create a smooth, uninterrupted flow for struggling readers. Photos and graphics help support the text and illustrate more complex concepts.

Covering curricular topics including STEM, social studies, current events, and more, the entire SilverTip experience is designed with student success in mind!

Founded in 2005, Bearport Publishing specializes in books that get kids excited about reading, even if they are struggling or reluctant readers. The publisher focuses on topics that appeal to young readers and make curriculum topics interesting, such as animals, fun facts, activities, and graphic narrative nonfiction. Bearport’s curriculum-aligned books are perfect for children in grades Pre-K to 8.

Learn more about Bearport and browse their books at www.bearportpublishing.com.
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